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Lafourche parish warrants for arrest

Lafourche Parish Sheriff Craig Webre announced the arrest of Michael Lirette Sr. (66 years old) from Raceland on Tuesday. Lirette is charged with First-degree Rape stemming from an incident involving a young man, who took place about ten years ago. Juvenile detectives opened an investigation into
Lirette in October 2017 after a teenage freight victim emerged. Detectives learned Lirette had allegedly had inappropriate sexual contact with the child, including sexual intercourse, while the child was under the age of ten. The inappropriate contact took place several times over the course of
approximately five years. On Tuesday 7 November, detectives made contact with Lirette. After questioning, Lirette was arrested and discussed in the Lafourche Parish Detention Center in Thibodaux on charges of First-degree Rape. His bond was set to $30,000. Michael Lirette Sr. Visit for the best quilty
security camera Lafourche Parish Sheriff Craig Webre announced the arrest of Donald Bolden (age 37) from Belle Rose for his fifth DWI offense. Just after 6 p.m., on Sunday, November 5, deputies carried out a traffic stop along LA Highway 309 in Thibodaux. Delegates identified the driver as Donald
Bolden and detected the smell of an alcoholic beverage on Bolden's breath. Bolden admitted to taking liquor before driving. He performed poorly on a field sobriety test, and a breathing test showed him a blood alcohol level of .087g%. Bolden's criminal history showed he was on trial from his fourth DWI
offence in 2014. He was also found to have had a suspended license with a hardship exception, but he was found in violation of that exception. Bolden was booked in the Lafourche Parish Detention Center in Thibodaux. He was charged with DMI (4th and Subsequent Offences), Speeding, driving under
suspension, and no inflection closed device. He was also accused of violating R.S. 32:415.1 in respect of exceptions for a suspended licence. The Lafourche Parish Sheriff's Office offers a Beginner Handgun Course on Saturday, 7 January, at the Lafourche Parish Sheriff's Office shooting range located
on 3451 Highway 182 in Raceland. This class is designed for the first time firearms owners and persons who want to learn basic fundamentals about firearm ownership. Class will start at 8 a.m. and last until about noon. The actual end time will vary due to class size. This course will include: Firearms
Handling and Shooting Safety Firearms Parts and Their Operation Ammunition and its Function Shooting Fundamental and an opportunity to develop them on the how to choose, clean, and store a Firearms Review of various activities available to help participants develop their shooting One hour of live
range fire with certified Range Safety Instructor The Cost class size. Click HERE to register online, or for more information, contact Captain Lafate Day at (985) 449-4485 or by e-mail lafate-day@lpso.net. Participants will have to bring 50 chins of ammunition, eye protection (sunglasses or eyeglasses are
sufficient), and overprotection (muffs or plugins). Lafourche Parish Sheriff Craig Webre has announced a Covington woman was arrested on several charges after he falsely accused a Thibodaux man of domestic abuse. Sandra Brooks (49 years old) faces charges including domestic abuse, slander and
filing a false report. On June 29, 2017, Brooks submitted a report to the Lafourche Parish Sheriff Office in which she claimed physical abuse by 57-year-old Carl Johnson Sr. of Thibodaux. Brooks and Johnson collaborated from September 2016 to March 2017. Brooks reported that she sustained several
injuries due to Johnson's abuse, and she offered audio recordings of encounters with Johnson, including an incident on February 24, 2017, in which she accused Johnson of domestic abuse abuse. Investigators also learned Brooks submitted a similar report with Johnson's employer, the National Football
League, three months before 23 March 2017. Johnson is employed as an NFL line judge and is a former vice president of accuming the league. Detectives taught Brooks to also contact a national media outlet and share her allegations. Brooks filed a temporary protective order against Johnson and he
was served with the order on July 11, 2017. Ten days later a hearing was held to determine whether the order should be extended. Based on the evidence and arguments presented, Judge Christopher Boudreaux dismissed the protective order with prejudice. In reviewing audio recordings provided by
Brooks, and through interviews with both parties, investigators determined Brooks, not Johnson, was the dominant aggressor in the February 24 incident and allegedly committed a battery on Johnson. Detectives also found no evidence of any wrong doings by Johnson and eventually excuse him in the
investigation. On 5 October 2017, investigators met with Brooks and informed her that no charges would be filed against Johnson. They also informed Brooks of the investigation into her involvement as the dominant aggressor in the incident and submitting a false report. The next day, Brooks contacted
investigators and requested that they end the investigation and abandoned all charges against Johnson. Investigators informed her again that they only follow charges on her, not Johnson. During investigation that lasted several months, detectives interviewed nearly a dozen individuals and checked a
large number of documents. They also have painful medical records various medical facilities that contradicted Brooks' injury claims. Detectives also concluded that Brooks Brooks audio recordings secretly without Johnson's knowledge, and she tried to provoke him. Those surveys were useful in
determining Brooks as the dominant aggressor. Detectives also maintained contact with the NFL over the course of the investigation. Investigators obtained guarantees for Brooks' arrest, and on Tuesday 7 November she turned herself into the Lafourche Parish Detention Center in Thibodaux. She was
booked on guarantees for domestic abuse Battery, Slander, Criminal Accident (Submitting a False Police Report), and submitting a false petition for a protective order. She was released Tuesday afternoon after posting $2,500 billion. As a condition of her tape, Brooks was ordered to stay away from the
victim, Johnson. Detectives indicate that their investigation continues. To close, what you know regarding back pain can make a whole world of difference if the know-how rest you are more willing to handle it in case it happens; so do not hesitate to learn as much as you can regarding back pain, the
causes, treatments as well as strategies to stop it. Certainly, you can find a good deal of problems within the special sports of surfboard and you should generally be suitable to generally be ready to perform your very best in the sport or competition. Here are several exercises and workouts that will help
you achieve entire surfing conditioning to the sport. Educating yourself ahead of time will help you when you've reached your weight loss goal. You don't want to ruin the celebration you want, and you obviously want to continue with your newfound healthy lifestyle. Have you ever questioned which cardio
exercises are greatest for weight loss or that additional body fat? Is walking (low intensity) higher or operating (excessive depth) better for burning body fat? Both machines have LED consoles useful for displaying the user's important data that runs time, speed, and the total distance covered. You also get
the convenience of added apps that are either precontinuing ot personal to suit your workout needs. In essessively there are two categories of Omega 3 and Omega 6 to be taken in 4:1 ratio. Consumption of almonds, walnuts including their oil, seeds of sesame, sunflower and their oil is very good. A diet
containing drilling oil, grape seed oil, primrose oil, soybean oil, whole pellets can be very useful in avoiding dryness in your eye. If your nose folds is just superficial, you can put on a glycolic acid moisturiser in a lotion or cream form. It is merely a synthetic form of the acids obtained in fruit. This can help
get rid of smaller wrinkle. Moisturisers can be useful in unlocking old skin cells at outside level and swaping them with fresher, younger cells from below. This method is effective reducing fine wrinkle and and Lines. Left to right twist – This workout works the core and more correctly the diagonal. Handle
the ball in front of yourself with your arms bent at 90 degrees, and turn your torso from left to right into a gradual movement stop on each side of the movement. You will feel a stress in the torso and an absence of breath, so it's a good idea to breathe in while the ball is in front and breathe when you reach
the end of each movement, and never hold your breath. Shadow Remembering and Photo Visualization: This is a very productive mind teaching physical exercise. It facilitates in a better memory a lot. There are often many types of shade recall and image visualization workouts, from which you are able
to realize your seals. Sheriff Craig Webre announced detectives are investigating an armed robbery that took place tuesday night in Larose. On Tuesday 3 November, deputies responded to an armed robbery at the bar room next to the Go-Bears Convenience Store located on 12106 highway 1 in Larose.
Delegates learned two male subjects entered the bar and demanded money. One of the subjects was armed with a handgun and showed it at the bar. After receiving cash from the bar, the two immediately left the bar and fled on the scene. In addition to the bar wagon, there were several patterns present
at the time of the robbery, but no one was injured. The two male subjects are described as young black men in their 20s. One was allegedly armed with a silver revolver and was about 5'6 tall, building medium, with short hair, and he had a black hood sweat shirt . The second suspect was also of medium
construction and looked slightly older, standing around 5'10 long with terror and small goths. He was dressed in a grey sweatshemp and a fishing hoob. Investigators believe the suspects traveled in a silver car (unknown and model). Anyone with any information about this crime is asked to call Crime
Stoppers Bayou Region at 1-800-743-7433 or text GIVEATIP plus your message to 274637. Tips can also be submitted using the TipSubmit Mobile application or available online at crimestoppersbr.org. Tipsters will remain anonymous and can be eligible for a reward to $1,000 in cash if the information
given leads to an arrest. Sheriff Craig Webre has announced Kim Wunstell Jr. (28 years) of Galliano who wanted For Worsening Hacking is now in custody after turning himself Tuesday night. By investigation, deputies defended that wunstell was allegedly forced to access a residence on West 122nd
Street in Galliano on 14 October 2015. When making entry, Wunstell allegedly stole several items including jewelry, a wallet, and some scales with prescription medications. Delegates also learned Wunstell was allegedly armed with a knife during the incident. There were people within the during the
burglary, but no one was harmed. Following the investigation, deputies obtained a warrant for Wunstell's arrest for the charge of Worsened Hacking. Wunstell turned himself over at the South Lafourche Substation on Tuesday night. He was booked on the active warrant, and his mortgage was set to
$100,000 per the warrant. Lafourche Parish Sheriff Craig Webre announced the arrest of Angelle Andras (27 years old) from Choctaw on Tuesday 3 November. At about 04:25 a.m. On Tuesday morning, delegates were sent to a vehicle accident in the 2600 block of Choctaw Road in Choctaw. By
investigating the scene, deputies learned that a man crashed into a residential mailbox while trying to avoid a head-to-head accident with another vehicle that entered his travel track. The driver of the other vehicle approached the man and identified herself as Angelle Andras. She allegedly showed signs
of drunk at the time. Andras, however, left the scene of the accident after she informed the man that she was pregnant and just broke her water. As the deputies investigated the crash, Andras returned to the scene. She admitted leaving the scene of the accident and seized alcoholic beverages before the
accident, but she refused to submit to a field-strooting test. Deputies later conducted a respiratory test that Andras determined to have a blood alcoholin content of .08g.08g.' Delegates learned her license was currently suspended and that she had two previous DWI charges. Andras was arrested and
discussed in the Lafourche Parish Detention Center in Thibodaux on charges including DWI (3rd Offence), interfering with a Law Enforcement Investigation, Reckless Operation of a motor vehicle, and driving under suspension. Her tape has not yet been established. Sheriff Craig Webre announced a
reward is being offered for information leading to the arrest of a suspect who took in a Chackbay business in October. Last month, detectives began investigating a burglary that took place during the early hours of Wednesday, 21 October at a bar along LA Highway 20 in Chackbay. Several machines,
including poker machines, an ATM, a juke box and others, are burglar. Investigators learned an unknown male topic that got access through an adjacent office and then entered the bar through an aerial intake enterprise. The topic disabled several security cameras, but detectives were able to get video
footage from the suspect. About a thousand dollars were stolen during the burglary. Investigators are asking for help to resolve this crime. Anyone who can identify the suspect, or anyone with any other information about this crime is asked to contact Crime Stoppers Bayou Region. at 1-800-743-7433 or
by texting GIVEATIP plus your message to 274637. Tips can also be submitted using the TipSubmit Mobile application or adding online Tipsters will remain anonymous and can be eligible for a reward to $1,000 in cash if the information given leads to an arrest. * Please note that the second camera
shows the same suspicious. The suspect appears to be wearing only white clothes due to the low light and the type of camera used.* Sheriff Craig Webre announced that deputies will perform several checkpoints this week in an attempt to keep highways safe around the Thanksgiving holiday. A seat belt
checkpoint will be done during the daylight hours of Wednesday 25 November, as well as on Thanksgiving Day – Thursday 26 November. Another Seat Belt checkpoint will begin during the evening of Friday, November 27, and a DWI checkpoint begins Friday night, and continues in the early hours of
Saturday, November 28. During the seat belt checkpoints, deputy motorists will check for seat belt and safety seat infringements, as well as other offences such as expired inspection markers. During the DWI checkpoint, deputies will be looking for drivers who may be harmed while looking at other traffic
safety issues. Sheriff Webre reminds citizens to appoint a manager if you are going to drink. Motorists suspected of DWI who refuse to pretend to be a respiratory test will lose their driver's license for one year (first offence). For a second offence, the penalty increases to two years. Anyone convicted of a
DWI offence while their driving voucher is suspended due to another DWI offence will face automatic prison sentence. Lafourche Parish is also a No Bounce congregation, meaning if a suspected drunk driver refuses a breathing test, will seek deputies looking for a search warrant to have that person's
blood tested. Tested.
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